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TEAM SPRINT GOES TO NORWAY FOLLOWED BY THE CZECH REPUBLIC
ITALY CLAIMS THE THIRD PLACE WITH PITTIN-COSTA

Today Nordic combined Team Sprint in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Victory goes to Norway, followed by the Czech republic and Italy
Samuel Costa and Alessandro Pittin recover 59 seconds and claim the third place
Tomorrow Individual Gundersen with ski jumping at 10.00 a.m. and cross-country skiing at 1.00 p.m.


Val di Fiemme (Italy) hosted today the Nordic combined World Cup team sprint race at the ski jumping stadium of Predazzo and at cross country arena of Lago Tesero. Thanks to great jumps by German Terence Weber (132.4) and Fabian Riessle (121.5), Team Germany II held the pole position at the intermediate point of the competition with a total of 253.9 points. Germans started five seconds ahead of Team Norway with Espen Andersen and Joergen Graabak (251.6), sixteen seconds ahead of Japan with Taihei Kato and Go Yamamoto, and 59 seconds ahead of Team Italy that could count on a terrific performance by Samuel Costa (139.6). At the cross country arena teams battled fiercely, with the leading teams very close to each other. Pursuers were soon able to close the gap to Team Germany and Italian Samuel Costa gained eight seconds in the first lap, with German Fabian Riessle in the lead. Team Japan lost progressively ground, while the Czech team proved in great shape, especially Portyk who obtained a great result in the jump too (second with 134.7). Team Italy reduced the gap from 59 to 35 seconds after the second lap with Alessandro Pittin. At the third lap, the Czech team was surprisingly in the lead, followed by Finland and Germany. Team Norway has always obtained great results in Val di Fiemme and Graabak and Andersen made their best to repeat last year’s great performance. Pittin was able to close the gap to the leading group at the fifth exchange, when just a few seconds separated France, Norway, Germany, Finland, The Czech Republic, Japan and Italy. Samuel Costa exchanged to Pittin in fifth place, with Riessle in the lead followed close by other teams. At the sixth lap Finland’s Hirvonen attacked but could not outdistance the others. Just before the last exchange Norway’s Graabak fell but soon recovered. Costa was in the lead followed by Germany,  Czech republic and Norway. In the last sprint Anders passed Pittin and crossed the finish line in the first place, with the surprising Team Czech Republic in the second withTomas Portyk-Miroslav Dvorak and Pittin claiming the third place on the podium. 
Tomorrow last day of races in Val di Fiemme with another Individual Gundersen di 10 km (4 x 2.5 km), starting with ski jumping in Predazzo at 10 a.m. and cross country skiing in Lago di Tesero at 1.00 p.m..
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 

Team Sprint LH / 2x7.5 km

1 NORWAY I (ANDERSEN Espen, GRAABAK Joergen); 2 CZECH REPUBLIC I +0.3 (PORTYK Tomas, DVORAK Miroslav); 3 ITALY I +0.9 (COSTA Samuel, PITTIN Alessandro); 4  FINLAND I +2.7 (HIRVONEN Eero, HEROLA Ilkka); 5 GERMANY II +11.6 (WEBER Terence, RIESSLE Fabian); 6 GERMANY I +33.9 (FAISST Manuel, LANGE Jakob); 7 AUSTRIA I +36.6 (FLASCHBERGER Bernhard, GERSTGRASER Paul); 8 UNITED STATES I +40.0 (FLETCHER Bryan, FLETCHER Taylor); 9 FRANCE +49.3 (BRAUD Francois, GERARD Antoine); 10 FINLAND II +1:43.5 (MUTRU Leevi, MAEKIAHO Arttu) 



